Where Can
You Work?
Go Further with Zebra
Rugged Tablets

Let’s Explore
Your Industry
As a frontline worker, you’re willing
to go anywhere that duty calls.
Vehicles, manufacturing plant floors,
entire warehouses, cities and far
beyond become your workspace.
But when you’re out there, you can’t
be disconnected from your team,
your information or your tasks at
hand. To go anywhere, everything
has to go with you. See how the
power of Zebra rugged tablets can
get you there.
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Field Services and Utilities
Go the Extra Mile
Make the most of every stop and operate on the same Windows® or Android™ systems that powers your apps and software for a unified,
supported field experience. When you’re driving, delivering or responsible for powering your town, you want to be able to free up your
hands to do your job safely, anywhere. With Zebra tablets you can do your best work from any site – or even your vehicle – using whatever
combination of applications you need to keep you going.

Hands-Free Connectivity
Cover Your Back
Paperwork Minus the Paper
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Field Services and Utilities
Go the Extra Mile

Hands-Free Connectivity

Cover Your Back

Paperwork Minus the Paper

Mount your tablet to access location information while

Need to check on an invoice problem? Maybe a road

Take all your records with you digitally. Using a tablet

keeping your hands on the wheel. Zebra tablets let

closed, your route changed or something’s missing

to access, complete, send and store paperwork

you securely dock and quickly undock so you can

on the truck. Make video calls, access schematics,

drastically cuts time spent on recording and locating

use the same device while you’re driving and on the

find an alternate route and locate inventory all from

data. Plus, you instantly gain a greener and cleaner

go. When you do have a free hand, touchscreens that

one tablet. You can even take photos and capture

operation when you give workers devices that are

perform in any condition and rugged handle options

signatures for split-second proof of delivery – and

eco-friendly and easy to clean.

deliver just the functionality you need – no matter

total peace of mind.

where the job takes you.

See the solutions
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Public Safety
Transform into a Proactive Police Department
Your force deserves secure, action-ready technology that can handle the elements. And, it needs to be portable and easy to dock and
undock in seconds. With drop-proof designs and non-reflective glass, your tablet can go with you wherever a call takes you, at any time
– day or night. Gain greater visibility and situational awareness with versatile rugged devices, purpose-built specifically for the conditions
law enforcement must endure.

Less Paperwork, More Protection
Work in the Station and in the Field
Attract and Engage Recruits
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Public Safety
Transform into a Proactive Police Department

Less Paperwork, More Protection

Work in the Station and in the Field

Attract and Engage Recruits

Paperless reporting can cut hours from officers’

With the robust, run-anything Windows 10 platform

Policework has an enduring legacy – but legacy

days – giving them more time to do what’s

and the ability to integrate with CAD systems, you

technology like outdated, fixed vehicle devices limit

important – protect their communities. Police

can totally transform your emergency response team.

what officers can achieve, especially as the job

officers can take notes while on foot, capture and

Dispatch and officers can stay connected, while first

becomes more challenging. Introducing modern

store photographic evidence, issue e-citations and

responders get real-time updates about changing

technology not only helps attract and retain new

quickly get reports to downstream systems.

situations that help them know where they’re needed

recruits, but empowers officers to take their own

most in that moment.

initiative while on the job. It’s next-gen intelligence
for this generation’s heroes.

See the solutions
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Manufacturing
Plant the Seed for Better Performance
Whatever you convert, assemble or build, being on the production floor requires you to be both mobile and connected – for both
productivity as well as safety. Managers and workers stay in touch and work in tandem with Zebra rugged tablets that integrate
easily with other apps and systems on your choice of a Windows 10 or Android OS.

More Mobility,
Better Maneuvering
Integrate Abilities to Power
Seamless Operations
Make Everyone
a Team Player
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Plant the Seed for Better Performance

More Mobility, Better
Maneuvering

Integrate Abilities to Power
Seamless Operations

In large, tightly packed facilities you need technology
that can traverse distance and obstacles, alike. When
you have truly mobile technology, it increases your
ability to be agile. Carry it by a handle, wear it on a
shoulder strap or mount it on a cart or forklift. Whatever
your preference, grab your tablet when you’re ready to
go – it’s that easy to take intelligence anywhere.

As the technology and business landscape becomes
more intense and complex, enterprise workers
need operating power that can run multiple, large
applications 24/7. Combining Wi-Fi and even
cellular-ready, Zebra rugged tablets operate on
Android or Windows 10. Run everything you need,
including third-party apps, SAP, Oracle, Microsoft
Office 365 applications and WMS programs.

See the solutions

Make Everyone
a Team Player

Looking for ways to empower your workers to achieve
better results? Put the power in their hands as well
as your own. Easily create pre-shift huddles, give
employees access to important, real-time alerts and
more. From managing workforces with easy-to-execute
task lists to daily group memos, you can connect and
encourage teams across the entire facility with screens
big enough to easily read. Plus, with the built-in
camera they are video-call enabled.
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Transportation and Logistics
Strengthen your Supply Chain at Every Link
Real-world unpredictability can put a strain on even the most efficient supply chains. A weather event, power outage,
road closure or a million other realities can test your ability to deliver as promised. Zebra tablets increase the resilience of
your supply chain end to end, and at all points in between. Put rugged, real-time collaboration and go-anywhere problem
solving where you need it most – in the hands of your frontline contributors to keep orders moving on time.

Empower Your Team
End to End
Adapt to the Unforeseen
in Real-time
Enable Real-world
Efficiency
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Strengthen your Supply Chain at Every Link

Empower Your Team End to End

Adapt to the Unforeseen in Real-time

Enable Real-world Efficiency

Protect your hard-earned progress by proactively
improving the resilience of your supply chain at every
link. Zebra rugged tablets turn your frontline workers
into empowered experts who have instant access to
the tools, information and team members they need to
resolve issues on the spot and improve performance at
every point along your supply chain.

Get more control of your supply chain – from supplier
inputs, transportation partners, customer legacy
systems and more. Turn your frontline workers into
a connected network of control points across your
operation. See what’s coming, adapt to unexpected
challenges in real time and reroute to quickly resolve
and keep your operations moving smoothly.

Supply chain success is about achieving a lean, efficient,
uninterrupted flow of raw materials, components
and products. Turn your frontline workers into a true
competitive advantage, with powerful mobile capabilities
that enable you to confidently reduce waste and
inefficiency, and simultaneously increase accuracy,
consistency and throughput.

See the solutions
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Retail
Empower a Customer-facing Focus
Give your associates the confidence to provide accurate answers – from product knowledge to pricing, and inventory
to upcoming deliveries – anywhere, anytime. With Zebra rugged tablets, you can empower your associates with retailproven mobile abilities that bring order to the aisles, eliminate unnecessary tasks and free-up more time for customer
engagement. It’s a sure path to enthusiastic employees and happier, more loyal customers.

Elevate the Customer
Experience
Equip for Every
Answer
Gain Time for
Engagement
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Empower a Customer-facing Focus

Equip for Every Answer

Gain Time for Engagement

Elevate the Customer Experience

When customers have access to better information
than your associates, it’s time to change the equation.
Zebra’s enterprise tablets do just that, by giving
associates instant access to rich data, inventory
information and fulfillment capabilities to quickly satisfy
the increasing demands of smart-phone-equipped
customers. Free your team to rove the aisles with
confidence, knowing they have the answers to resolve
shopper issues.

Today’s associates are balancing endless task lists
with meeting shopper needs. Help them save steps
and time by equipping them with retail-ready, mobile
tablets. Easy to use, accurate, powerful enough to run
multiple large applications, they’re also outfitted with
big non-reflective screens to easily view and share
with customers. Expedite tasks and create more time
to help customers.

Customers use brick and mortar stores in different
ways at different times. Expand your associates’
ability to impact a wide spectrum of customer needs
and expectations, from fully stocked shelves, to
unobtrusive responsive assistance, to fully engaged
resolution of specialized requests, to mobile ordering
and pop-up checkouts. Engage effortlessly to serve
in whatever way the customer desires, to build loyalty
and bigger sales.

See the solutions
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Services
Get to Work Right Away
Accelerate employee onboarding and skill building with Zebra’s mobile learning platform. And, leverage Zebra’s Professional Services for all your tablet
deployment needs – for global scale with local touch. Get what you need to maximize your return on investment with Zebra.

Reduce Risk, Contain Cost and
Accelerate Growth
Deploy your new technology, tailored for your
workflows, with minimal disruption. No matter your
need, Zebra has you covered:

Custom Image Creation
Image Deployment Services
Managed Roll-out Services
Solution Packaging
Custom Documentation
Get Tablet Users Up to Speed… Really Fast
Rely on Zebra Mobile Learning Platform to accelerate how your employees acquire
the skills they need to deliver rapid return on your investment. Flexible hands
on, interactive learning methods increase productivity and job satisfaction, drive
efficiency gains, enable uniformity of processes, and can be deployed when, how
and where you need.

Asset Tagging
SIM installation
Asset Information Management

Continue
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Services
Run Your Business with Confidence
When you buy Zebra rugged tablets, powered by Windows or Android operating systems, you buy into a long-lasting partnership that will be by your side,
whenever you need it, no matter where you go. Leverage innovative tools to help you proactively manage tablets. Trust Zebra to keep your technology
running while you run your business with our flexible Zebra OneCare™ maintenance plans.

Eagle-Eye Vision for Greater Uptime

Peace of Mind with Top-to-Bottom Preventative Care

With VisibilityIQ™, you have the cloud-based data-driven, actionable insight to get
the most from your devices, workers and daily tasks. Choose the type of visibility
you need to run your business and improve your operations. VisibilityIQ™ Foresight
provides insight into full operational aspects of your tablets, helping you avoid
unforeseen downtime. VisibilityIQ™ OneCare™* offers detailed cloud-based insight
into repair and support information, contracts, case lifecycle reports, LifeGuard
Analytics, repair on time delivery, repair rates and top repair metrics reports.

Meeting customer expectations in our fast-paced, demanding market leaves no
room for last-minute technology hiccups. Trust Zebra to provide you with a flexible,
right-for-you Zebra OneCare maintenance plant hat best fits your needs, budget
and urgency. Get beyond-warranty protection with comprehensive repair, software
and technical support provided by Zebra-badged, trained experts in 17 languages.

See the solutions
*Included with Zebra OneCare maintenance plans for Zebra Mobile Computers and Scanners
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Work Anywhere, Any Way
Multiple Ways to Transform with Zebra Rugged Tablets
Make it Yours
ET5x

L10

OS

Multiple Keyboards

Carrying Cases

Battery Chargers

Docking Solutions

Optional Scanners

Integrated
Scanners

Rugged Frame
Zebra offers versatile rugged mounting options, engineered to match your purpose.

Power Up for Your Purpose
Contact a Zebra specialist to learn more about Zebra rugged tablets
ZEBRA and the stylized Zebra head are trademarks of Zebra Technologies Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide. All other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners. ©2021 Zebra Technologies Corp. and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 06/2021

Integrated Scanner in Handle
and RFID Module on back
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